BELT BUCKLES

Personalize any outfit with Maxant Miracle Buckles.

Create your own, specialized buckles for dresses, skirts, tunics, slacks, costumes and more.

1. Remove paper covering from one side of adhesive pattern. Place sticky side to the back (wrong) side of fabric and smooth out.
2. Trim excess fabric around pattern. Fig 1
3. Carefully trim center fabric, and cut down slits for center bar. Do not cut past the end of the slits. Fig. 2
4. Remove paper covering the pattern, center buckle over it and press down. Carefully press fabric to buckle form on all sides, rolling it under and inside. Fig. 3
5. Place buckle back into finished buckle top and press firmly together. With flat tool or side of scissors, press all edges (inside and outside) to cinch the buckle parts tightly together. Fig. 4
6. Crimp center bar together with pliers.
7. Place tong over bar and close with pliers. Fig. 5

To make belt:
1. Cut belt backing 6” longer than waist measurement. Taper one end to a point.
2. Cut fabric for belt nearly twice as wide as finished belt width. Place fabric right side down and fold horizontal edges toward center of fabric to conform to width of precut backing, and iron flat.
3. Place backing on folded material and stitch together, back to back, ⅛” from edge all around.

Attaching eyelets:
1. Measure 2 ½” from point end of belt for setting first eyelet. Additional eyelets are spaced ¾” to 1” apart.
2. Pierce holes with ice pick and insert eyelet through finished side of belt.
3. Place upside down on a hard wood surface and use eyelet Attaching Tool to set. Place curved end of toll into eyelet and hammer to set.

For more ideas on how to use Maxant Miracle Buckles in sewing and crafts, visit maxantbuttons.com. Small parts; keep away from children.

Made with pride in the U.S.A.